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Realizing thepotentialof electroncryo-microscopy
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Abstract. Structural analysis by electron microscopy of biological macromolecules or
macromolecular assemblies embedded in rapidly frozen, vitreous ice has made great advances
during the last few years. Electron cryo-microscopy, or cryo-EM, can now be used to analyse
the structures of molecules arranged in the form of two-dimensional crystals, helical arrays or
as single particles with or without symmetry. Although it has been possible, using crystalline or
helical specimens, to reach a resolution adequate to build atomic models (4 Å), there is every
hope this will soon also be possible with single particles. Small and large single particles present
different obstacles to progress.
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1. Introduction

In 1984, Dubochet and colleagues published a stunning picture of adenovirus (Fig. 1), beautifully

preserved in rapidly frozen amorphous ice. This pioneering development in specimen prep-

aration opened up the possibility that biological structures could be determined by electron

microscopy (EM) of frozen unstained specimens at a variety of levels of detail. Although others

had studied frozen specimens by EM earlier (Taylor & Glaeser, 1976 ; Heide, 1982), they had

either found the cryo-transfer difficult or had not been able to reach sufficiently low temperatures

for the ice to remain non-crystalline. The work of Dubochet and colleagues can thus properly

be termed the birth rather than conception of electron cryo-microscopy (cryo-EM). This
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approach opened up the possibility of three-dimensional (3D) atomic structures through precise,

very high-resolution microscopy of homogeneous particulate molecular assemblies, which lie

in random orientations on the grid. For larger non-particulate specimens, cellular tomography

by combination of micrographs of tilt series from thin layers of frozen cells or subcellular com-

ponents provided an alternative approach. Outstanding progress has been made in both these

areas, providing a wealth of information not obtainable by any other methods.

During the last 10 years or so, a number of atomic structures, predominantly of membrane

proteins, have been determined by cryo-EM of two-dimensional (2D) crystals. In addition,

during the last year, cryo-EM of two helical assemblies, those of tubular arrays of Torpedo

acetylcholine receptors and of the bacterial flagellum, has produced maps at sufficient resolution

(4 Å) to build excellent atomic models showing most of the atoms in each structure. EM of

2D crystals and helical one-dimensional (1D) crystals both make use of the precise internal

geometrical relationship between identical, repeating molecular structures to improve the

signal-to-noise ratio by averaging of intrinsically noisy images, which are limited by the electron

statistics.

By contrast, the extended geometrical arrangement in 1D or 2D crystals is absent in micro-

graphs of single particles, although the particles may have internal symmetry. The relative

position and orientation of each particle must be determined before the information from all

the particles can be averaged together. Similarly, tomographic reconstructions require the com-

bination of a large number of views of an individual field taken from many different angles to

allow the calculation of a 3D map of a biological structure or cellular volume. Nevertheless, the

technique, the philosophy and the equipment required to span these different approaches to

biological structure determination are sufficiently similar to be discussed together here under

Fig. 1. Electron micrograph of adenovirus virions, with occasional damaged particles, embedded in rapidly

frozen vitreous ice. This picture was taken over 20 years ago by Adrian et al. (1984) and appeared on the

cover of the issue of Nature in which their pioneering article was published. Micrographs like these were

later analysed to produce valuable insights into the structure of adenovirus (Stewart et al. 1991, 1993).
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the heading of ‘electron cryo-microscopy ’. This brief essay aims to provide a snapshot of the

progress and prospects in the field in early 2004.

2. Background

A useful overview of the fundamental limiting constraint in cryo-EM is shown in Fig. 2,

taken from Rosenthal & Henderson (2003), which is based on some entirely theoretical

calculations published nearly 10 years ago (Henderson, 1995). The key factor governing the
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing the typical variation of the logarithm of the average scattering amplitude

(lnF ) from a macromolecule as a function of 1/d 2, where d is the resolution (Å). The amplitude at the origin

on the left is proportional to Natoms, the total number of atoms in the molecular mass (in carbon atom

equivalents) multiplied by the solvent contrast (0�28) and this places the scattering on an absolute scale. The
protein scattering curve (thick continuous line) consists of a low-resolution region (d>10 Å) determined by

molecular shape and solvent contrast, and a high-resolution region (d<10 Å) which approaches the scat-

tering of randomly placed atoms described by Wilson statistics. This decreases only slightly with resolution

and can be approximated by the horizontal line of amplitudedNatoms. The high-resolution region may also

have structure corresponding to fold-specific features, including a-helix and b-sheet, but this possible

variation is not shown in the diagram. The average noise amplitude is Fnoise(1) for a single image or

[Fnoise(1)/dN ] after averaging N images and examples are shown for values of N between 1 and 1 000 000

(dashed and regularly spaced horizontal lines). Low-resolution structure factor amplitudes are also shown

for a large structure such as might be studied by tomography and for a small molecular mass particle which

has a low-resolution scattering amplitude below the noise level for one image (thin continuous lines). The

experimental contrast loss for structure factors at high resolution due to imperfect images is indicated

by a dashed line labelled by its slope, the temperature factor Bimage. Additional contrast lost due to

imperfect computations, such as error in orientation determination, gives a line with slope Boverall, which is

the sum of temperature factors Bimage and Bcomputation. The resolution limit for any experimental data-set

occurs where the structure factor curve falls to the point where it equals the noise level. In this example, the

desired resolution limit is shown at 6�4 Å and is found for 106 particles for Boverall, but at 10
5 particles if

Bcomputation=0. [A more detailed explanation about this can be found in Rosenthal & Henderson (2003)

from which the diagram has been reproduced, with permission.]
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information present in any electron micrograph of unstained biological material is radiation

damage. It is an unfortunate fact that the desirable elastic scattering of electrons by the atoms

making up a structure is accompanied by inelastic interactions which deposit energy in the

specimen and, in the case of organic and biological specimens, result in the destruction of the

delicate covalent bonding which holds together the structure. Each inelastic scattering event,

of which there are 3–4 for every elastic scattering event, deposits an energy of y20 eV on

average which is more than enough to ionize parts of the structure, break covalent bonds and

create free radicals. As a result the debris of the exposure of a biological specimen to a

typical electron dose consists of hundreds of different products which resemble the chemi-

cally homogeneous starting sample to a greater or lesser extent. These radiolytic products,

which are very similar whether the incident radiation comes from electrons, X-rays or neu-

trons, include some small, mobile fragments as well as a few with additional cross-links. The

smaller fragments can be restrained from moving from their initial location by cooling the

specimen to low temperatures. The smallest radiolytic fragments require the lowest tem-

peratures to become immobilized. Hence, it is accepted that keeping the specimen at the

lowest temperature possible can, in principle, ensure that the structure of the radiation-

damaged specimen will retain its similarity to the unirradiated starting sample to the greatest

degree. In practice, the choice is between specimens cooled to near liquid nitrogen or those

cooled to near liquid helium temperatures. Use of liquid helium-cooled specimens requires

greater care due to the decreased conductivity of carbon support films which can cause

greater charging, and the lower latent heat for the evaporation of helium which can cause

boiling, vibration of the specimen support stage and lower resolution in the image. However,

provided the practical problems are solved, the use of a microscope capable of cooling

the specimen to liquid helium temperature should give more information from each micro-

graph.

A key requirement for specimens embedded in vitreous ice, first shown by Dubochet and

colleagues (Adrian et al. 1984 ; Dubochet et al. 1988), is that the specimen must be kept below

a temperature of appproximately x150 xC to prevent formation of either cubic or hexagonal

ice and to ensure that the amorphous structure of the supporting aqueous solution is retained.

Depending on the required resolution in the structure determination, electron exposures be-

tween 5 and 25 e/Å2 are normally possible. However, the ‘safe ’ dose for very high-resolution

work, by extrapolation from recent X-ray damage studies of crystals of bacteriorhodopsin

where the chromophore begins to be affected at 2r1014 photons/mm2 (Matsui et al. 2002), is

very low indeed at y0�1 e/Å2, so we need to be alert to possible radiation damage effects even

at very low doses. After an exposure of, for example, 10 e/Å2, a second exposure taking the

accumulated dose to 20 e/Å2 will still provide an image of the specimen which resembles the first

image, but it will have much lower resolution due to the changed structure of the specimen

following irradiation.

The noise level in a structure determined from one such exposure, or from a series of

exposures in which the total dose is equivalent to y5 e/Å2, is shown by the line labelled N=1

in Fig. 2. As more images are added the amplitude of the noise in any map, relative to the signal,

drops proportionally to dN and this is shown by the horizontal dashed lines at lower amplitude

in Fig. 2. The criterion for whether the structure can be observed above the noise level thus

depends on the average amplitude of the structure being observed (thick curved continuous or

dashed lines) relative to the noise level. At low resolution, large molecular assemblies with larger

amplitudes are therefore easier to observe, but at high resolution, remarkably, beyond a Fourier
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spacing of y 1
10
Åx1, where Wilson statistics give a good estimate of the average structure factor,

the number of images needed to reach a given signal-to-noise ratio is almost independent of

the size of the structure being observed (Henderson, 1995).

3. 2D crystals

There are now four molecular structures for which atomic models were determined by EM of

2D crystals at resolutions of 4 Å or better (Table 1, first section). The methods used were first

worked out on bacteriorhodopsin (Henderson et al. 1990). In addition, many other structures

have been determined at lower resolutions (in the range 5–8 Å), which have nevertheless

allowed the structural arrangement of a-helices to be defined (Table 1, second section). This

is particularly useful for membrane proteins where the existence of other constraints and

observations about the structure can often allow the complete topography to be determined,

including the identification of which a-helices correspond to which parts of the amino-acid

sequence [e.g. OxlT (Hirai et al. 2003), bacteriorhodopsin (Engelman et al. 1980) and

rhodopsin (Baldwin et al. 1997)]. Experience has shown that a resolution of better than 4 Å is

Table 1. 2D and 1D structures beyond 10 Å resolution

Structure Resolution Reference

Two-dimensional crystals
[high resolution (better than 4 Å)]
Bacteriorhodopsin p3 3�5 Å, 3�0 Å Henderson et al. (1990), Kimura et al. (1997)
Plant LHC-II 3�4 Å Kühlbrandt et al. (1994)
Tubulin dimmer 3�7 Å Nogales et al. (1998)
Aquaporin 3�8 Å, 4�0 Å Murata et al. (2000), Mitra et al. (2002)

Two-dimensional crystals
[low resolution (better than 9 Å)]
Bacteriorhodopsin orthorhombic 6�5 Å Leifer & Henderson (1983)
Deoxycholate bacteriorhodopsin 6�0 Å Tsygannik & Baldwin (1987)
Halorhodopsin 5�0 Å Kunji et al. (2000)
Porin PhoE 6�0 Å Jap et al. (1991)
Plant photosystem II RC 8�0 Å Rhee et al. (1998)
Yeast H+-ATPase 8�0 Å Auer et al. (1998)
Gap junction channel 7�5 Å Unger et al. (1999)
Glutathione transferase 6�0 Å Schmidt-Krey et al. (2000)
NhaA Na/H antiporter 7�0 Å Williams (2000)
Glycerol channel GlpF 6�9 Å Stahlberg et al. (2000)
Rhodopsin, frog p2 7�5 Å Unger et al. (1997)
Rhodopsin, bovine p22121 5�5 Å Krebs et al. (2003)
OxlT, oxalic acid transporter 6�5 Å Hirai et al. (2002)
SecYEG complex 8�0 Å Breyton et al. (2002)
EmrE multidrug transporter 7�0 Å Ubarretxena-Belandia et al. (2003)

Helical structures
Acetylcholine receptor 4�0 Å Miyazawa et al. (2003)
Bacterial flagellum 4�0 Å Yonekura et al. (2003)
Microtubule 8�0 Å Li et al. (2002)
Calcium ATPase 8�0 Å Zhang et al. (1998)
Tobacco mosaic virus 10�0 Å Jeng et al. (1989)
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needed before it is possible to recognize features well enough to make a unique assignment

of side-chains to a sequence of amino acids, with bulky side-chains being most easily

recognized.

4. 1D crystals (helical arrays)

In this group, listed in the final section of Table 1, there are now two membrane proteins and

three structures which naturally form filamentous assemblies. The structure determinations of

naturally occurring microtubules and bacterial flagella have resulted in structures at 8 and 4 Å

resolution respectively, whereas the older work on tobacco mosaic virus was at 10 Å resolution.

In the case of microtubules, this has allowed interpretation of the density in terms of a complete

atomic model of the microtubule since the atomic model of the ab-tubulin dimer obtained from

electron 2D crystallography could be positioned and oriented in the density from the helical

structure determination. Similarly, the interpretation of the structure of the bacterial flagellum

was helped by the X-ray structure of a proteolytic fragment of flagellin, the protein subunit

(Samatey et al. 2001).

Of the two membrane proteins, the structure analysis of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor

tubes has reached the highest resolution (4 Å) and this has allowed interpretation of the density

in terms of an atomic model. The interpretation of the structure of the extracellular acetyl-

choline-binding domain was helped by the availability of an X-ray structure of the pentameric

acetylcholine-binding protein from the synapse of a mollusc (Brejc et al. 2001). The membrane

part of each of the five subunits is made up of four transmembrane a-helices which have a

characteristic shape. The existence of a pseudo-fivefold symmetry within the resulting bundle

of 20 transmembrane helices also helped interpretation in terms of the amino-acid sequence.

The tubes of Ca2+–ATPase were taken to 8 Å (Zhang et al. 1998) before an X-ray atomic

structure was determined (Toyoshima et al. 2000).

The critical resolution of 4 Å which allows density to be recognized and interpreted in terms

of an atomic model has thus been reached for two different helical structures. The two 8 Å

resolution structures can be understood by reference to the atomic models of the same protein

in an X-ray or 2D crystal structure. The microtubule structure, after docking of the ab-tubulin

model, provided key information about contact residues between protofilaments. The com-

parison of X-ray and EM domain arrangements, for Ca2+–ATPase in different functional states,

helped to define the likely structural changes during calcium pumping.

5. Icosahedral single particles

Naturally occurring icosahedral assemblies with 532 point group symmetry consist mostly of

virus structures, some having 60 identical subunits, some having a greater number of subunits

with additional quasi-symmetry, such as virions with 180 (T=3) or 240 (T=4) chemically

identical subunits and some built from molecules of more than one kind. Because these icosa-

hedral particles tend to be much larger than particles with lower symmetry, giving rise to images

containing more information per particle, it is technically easier to determine the particle

orientations, so that the achievable resolution is limited more by the intrinsic quality of the

specimen or the cryo-EM rather than any limitations of the computer programs or the signal-

to-noise ratio in the particle images. As a result, there are now more than 10 structures of
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icosahedral particles which have reached resolutions better than y10 Å, and these are listed in

Table 2 (first section). In future, with inclusion of greater numbers of particles, it should be

possible to reach even higher resolution and in favourable cases cross the 4 Å barrier where the

density can be directly interpreted in terms of the amino-acid sequence and used to derive an

atomic model.

In the case of the two highest resolution structures obtained so far, those of hepatitis B cores

(Böttcher et al. 1997) and rice dwarf virus (Zhou et al. 2001), the proposed polypeptide chain

folds based on the cryo-EM maps were subsequently found to be correct by X-ray crystal-

lographic analyses at near-atomic resolution (Wynne et al. 1999 ; Nakagawa et al. 2003).

6. Single particles with lower symmetry

The biggest challenge for the future for cryo-EM lies in this area. Most biological structures do

not naturally form icosahedral (I) assemblies, nor 1D or 2D crystals. As a result, the molecular

weight of particles with either no symmetry or with cyclic (Cn), dihedral (Dn), tetrahedral (T) or

Table 2. Single particle structures beyond 10 Å resolution

Structure MWa Resolution Reference

Icosahedral structures
Hepatitis B cores 4�1 MDa 7�4 Å, 9 Å Böttcher et al. (1997),

Conway et al. (1997)
Herpes virus capsid 192 MDa 8�5 Å Zhou et al. (2000)
Cytoplasmic polyhedrosis virus >40 MDa 8 Å Zhou et al. (2003)
Semliki Forest virus 48 MDa 9 Åb Mancini et al. (2000)
PM2 virus 47 MDa 8�5 Å Huiskonen et al. (In Press)
Sindbis virus 46 MDa y11 Å Zhang et al. (2002)
Dengue virus >13 MDa 9�5 Å Zhang et al. (2003a)
Reovirus virions 110 MDa 7�6 Å Zhang et al. (2003b)
Pyruvate dehydrogenase, E2CD 1�5 MDa 8�7 Å Rosenthal & Henderson (2003)
Rice dwarf virus 53 MDa 6�8 Å Zhou et al. (2001)
Tomato bushy stunt virus 8�9 MDa 5�9 Åc van Heel et al. (2000)
P22 bacteriophage mature/shell 50/20 MDa 9�5/8�5 Å Jiang et al. (2003)

Single particles of lowerd symmetry
than icosahedral
E. coli 70S ribosome 2�5 MDa 11�5 Å, 9 Å Gabashvili et al. (2000),

Valle et al. (2003)
Bacteriophage SPP1 connectors 1�0 MDa 10 Å Orlova et al. (2003)
50S ribosomal subunit 1�6 MDa 7�5 Åe Matadeen et al. (1999)
GroEL 0�8 MDa 8�7 Å, 11�5 Å Ranson et al. (2001),

Ludtke et al. (2001)

a The molecular weights (MW), for the virus particles in the table, refer to the icosahedrally ordered parts
of the structures, which are, in most cases, the protein components.

b Note that, in this case, the map was calculated to 9 Å resolution, but a more conservative criterion
indicates a resolution of 10�4 Å at best.

c In this case, the resolution is based on a 3s noise criterion which is not comparable to the other entries.
The equivalent resolution using the criterion recently proposed (Rosenthal et al. 2003) is y8 Å.

d Note that single particles with lower symmetry usually have a smaller size than icosahedral particles with
60-fold symmetry. However, it is the smaller size rather than the lower symmetry which makes these smaller
structures more challenging to determine.

e Note that this resolution is based on a 3s noise criterion which is not comparable to the other entries.
A comparable figure to the others is likely to be y10 Å.
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octahedral (O) symmetry is relatively low and this means the information content of the electron

microscope images of each particle is limited. It follows that the accuracy of the determination of

the position and orientation of the particles is also limited with a resulting reduction in the

resolution of the final map. In addition, it is possible that beam-induced movement or changes

in orientation during the electron exposure may be greater for these smaller particles than for

larger icosahedral particles or for helical or crystalline arrays. As can be seen in Table 2 (second

section), the best resolutions achieved for these smaller macromolecular assemblies have only

just reached 10 Å. The challenge for the future is therefore to identify the limiting factors and

make improvements in experimental protocols and computational procedures to allow these

present limitations to be overcome. Alongside improved images, it is likely that, for larger par-

ticles, a more precise correction of spatial image distortions will be needed alongside correction

for curvature of the Ewald sphere (DeRosier, 2000), whereas for smaller particles a more reliable

orientation parameter determination will be required.

7. Cellular and subcellular electron tomography

The recent paper by Medalia et al. (2002) has clearly demonstrated that cellular ultrastructure

including membranes, microtubules and microfilaments with associated macromolecular as-

semblies (ribosomes, proteosomes, etc.) can be revealed using electron cryo-tomography. Other

laboratories (see Horowitz et al. 1994 ; Bullit et al. 1997 ; O’Toole et al. 1999 ; Chen et al. 2001) have

published electron tomographic analyses using similar methods but at lower resolutions. Figure 2

also shows, from a theoretical viewpoint, that electron tomography of thin frozen specimens

should be able to reach resolutions of y20 Å but not beyond. In this case, the allowed total

electron dose, which might be used to produce a single projected image for a field of identical

particles (noise level N=1 in Fig. 2), must be distributed over the whole tilt series. Ultimately,

radiation damage thus places an absolute limit on the resolution of EM structure determination

without the benefit of averaging. This limit can be extended when images of identical macro-

molecular assemblies are averaged to produce higher resolution 3D maps. Nevertheless, there

is great potential for the use of electron tomography in cell biology.

8. Conclusion and future prospects

Given the good progress already made, it is entirely reasonable to expect the consolidation

and simplification of biological structure determination by cryo-EM using 2D or helical arrays,

resulting in a growing number of very valuable structure determinations that sometimes cannot

be obtained by any other approach. Similarly, the analysis of unique structures such as those

found in living cells or subcellular organelles by electron tomography should become simpler and

quicker whilst being limited to resolutions of y 1
20
Åx1.

However, it is in the area of single particle cryo-EM that I expect to see most progress.

Structural analysis of symmetrical and asymmetrical structures should increase in power with

technical and computational improvements so that structures at improved resolutions are ob-

tained. I hope that within the next few years we will see 4 Å resolution structures from single-

particle EM giving maps with resolution adequate to assign a sequence of amino-acid side-chains

into particular density features. Alongside these ‘high-resolution ’ structure determinations,

there should be many other studies at lower resolutions which will provide answers to burning
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questions when juxtaposed with the knowledge of the atomic structures of individual domains

from other techniques such as X-ray crystallography or nuclear magnetic resonance spectro-

scopy. Finally, methods used to analyse the structures of mixed or dynamic populations, where a

particular macromolecular assembly cannot be trapped in a homogeneous state but where images

of the structure can be classified into groups, will continue to be developed and will have

increasing value.

Alongside these trends, I also hope that rigorous validation methods and criteria will be

developed which can prove whether a given structure determination is reliable. This is particu-

larly important when low-resolution structures are being determined. For resolutions better than

4 Å, the agreement of the density with the known amino-acid sequence acts as an independent

internal control but, at lower resolution, the current cyclical refinement procedures produce a

self-consistent result which lacks rigorous proof of correctness. Procedures such as the one

developed by Rosenthal & Henderson (2003), where pairs of images of a field of particles with

different tilt are used to analyse the accuracy of orientation parameter determination, may help.

Nevertheless, development of a wider range of validation tools is probably the biggest challenge

facing cryo-EM.
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